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The historical roots of carotid artery stenting
literature: an analysis of cited references
Andy Wai Kan Yeung*
Carotid artery stenting (CAS) is a popular treatment option for carotid artery stenosis. Numerous
studies have suggested that the work of Kerber et al. in 1980 was an important cornerstone for
CAS. The primary objectives of the present study are to identify the historical roots of CAS and
show that carotid endarterectomy (CEA) is highly relevant to CAS. For this, 69,570 references
cited by 3380 articles were analysed. There were nine reference publication year spectroscopy
peaks ranging from 1980 to 2011, and the publication by Kerber et al. was identified from the first
peak. Nine key references were identified, all of which reported treatment outcomes or procedures
of CAS and/or CEA.
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It has been reported that carotid artery stenting (CAS)
was performed with a 98.9% success rate, with restenosis
rates lower than 3% at 1–3 years post-operatively1. With
these encouraging numbers, it would be worthwhile to
evaluate the scientific literature on this topic. Multiple
sources2,3 have pointed to the groundbreaking article by
Kerber et al.4 that paved the way for CAS, as it described
a case of successful insertion of a catheter to dilate a stenosed carotid artery in a patient. It should be noted that
other research teams, such as one led by Mathias also
performed balloon angioplasty during the same period3.
CAS is often compared with carotid endarterectomy
(CEA), which is another treatment option for carotid
artery stenosis5,6. A recently published bibliometric study
provided useful information on the CAS literature7. By
identifying the 100 most cited publications, we now know
that: (i) the United States has been the major contributor
to these studies; (ii) Stroke was the lead productive journal and (iii) studies published in journals with higher impact factor were often cited more frequently7. The present
study aimed to complement the study of Cheng et al.7 by
evaluating the CAS literature from a different perspective. Instead of analysing the most cited publications, the
cited references of CAS publications were analysed. In
particular, the present study was designed to address
three research questions:
(i)

Can the analysis of cited references show that CEA
is highly relevant to CAS?
(ii) How did key references compare CAS with CEA?
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(iii) Can the analysis of cited references identify seminal
works that are the historical roots of CAS?
Most of the conventional bibliometric analysis on citation data of publications resulted from a search with a
pre-defined string7, which, in this case, should intuitively
be ‘CAS’ or ‘carotid artery stenting’. However, the seminal works frequently cited by CAS publications might not
include these phrases, because either they might have
been published before such phrases became well-established, or they were not directly addressing CAS. To
address the above-mentioned research questions, a cited
reference analysis was performed using CRExplorer8.
This software can plot a ‘reference publication year spectroscopy’ (RPYS), which resembles a waveform along a
horizontal timeline, and the waveform can demonstrate in
which years the more frequently cited references (compared to preceding and succeeding years) were published9–12.

Material and methods
Data were extracted from the Web of Science Core Collection online database on 27 February 2019. A search
was performed using the following strategy: TOPIC =
(‘carotid artery stent*’). This search string closely followed that of Cheng et al.7, but did not include the
abbreviation CAS because this has multiple meanings, for
example, Cas9 – an enzyme associated with the CRISPRCas9 genome-editing tool. The search did not place additional restrictions, such as journal category, publication
year or language. The search yielded 3380 publications,
between 1996 and 2019, which collectively had 69,570
cited references.
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Figure 1. Results from reference publication year spectroscopy. The reference lists of the 3380 carotid artery stenting
publications were analysed using CRExplorer. References were sorted by publication year (x-axis), and the citations
received by each reference published in the same year were added (grey, y-axis on the left). The waveform showed the
fluctuations in the difference in annual citation count from its 5-yr median (red, y-axis on the right).

Table 1.

Key references identified by reference publication year spectroscopy

No. of times
cited by all publications indexed
in the Web of
Science (WoS)

Percentage
contribution to the
peak

No. of times in the top
10% cited reference of
a year, according to the
dataset

Year

Reference

No. of times
cited by 3380
publications

1980

4

27

139

17.5

13

1991
1996
1998

23
24
25

583
141
294

4070
452
2109

40.0
9.3
11.6

22
23
20

2001

16

311

820

9.5

19

2004

18

851

1748

16.9

16

2006

17

458

1005

9.4

13

2010

6

683

1447

14.7

10

2011

26

92

121

2.6

7

Relevance to
carotid artery stenting (CAS)
Reported catheter dilatation during
carotid endarterectomy (CEA)
Investigated beneficial effects of CEA
Reported clinical experiences with CAS*
Investigated the beneficial effects of
CEA
Compared treatment outcomes of CAS
and CEA*
Compared treatment outcomes of CAS
and CEA*
Compared treatment outcomes of CAS
and CEA*
Compared treatment outcomes of CAS
and CEA*
Investigated cerebral protection
procedures during CAS

*Also identified by Cheng et al.7.

The full record and cited references of the 3380 CAS
publications were imported into the CRExplorer software,
which is capable of identifying publications, within a predefined body of the literature, that are most frequently
referenced10–14. The RPYS plot is composed of two parts:
a bar chart that shows the raw frequency of cited references published in each publication year, and a waveform
that shows positive and negative peaks which indicate
publication years when the citation count largely deviated
448

from its 5-yr median. For instance, references published
in 2008–2012 were cited 4211, 3437, 4648, 3526 and
2609 times respectively. The 5-yr median was 3526.
Hence references published in 2010, being cited 4648
times, were cited 1122 times more than its 5-yr median,
and formed a positive peak with a magnitude of 1122.
Positive peaks with a magnitude of at least 50 were
examined. To focus on the more important references,
only those with >10% contributions to the peak were
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identified15. If in a peak there was no reference with
>10% contribution, the one with the highest contribution
was identified. Moreover, for the important references
identified, the N_TOP10 indicator was examined, which
recorded the number of years when a reference was in the
top 10% cited according to the analysed dataset.

Results
There were nine peaks identified in the years 1980, 1991,
1996, 1998, 2001, 2004, 2006 and 2010–2011 (Figure 1).
The largest peaks were in the 1990s–2010s. Table 1 provides details of the nine key references that satisfied our
pre-defined criteria. Four of them were not identified by
the conventional citation analysis reported by Cheng et
al.7. They have been among the top 10% cited references
for 7–23 years. Using the RPYS method, the publication
of Kerber et al.4 was identified from the first peak. It was
responsible for 17.5% of citations made to references
published in that year. A total of nine references were
identified, four of which compared the treatment outcomes of CAS and CEA, two investigated the beneficial
effects of CEA, one reported the clinical experiences with
CAS, one investigated the cerebral protection procedures
during CAS, and one reported catheter dilatation during
CEA. Many of these references were published in the
New England Journal of Medicine with an impact factor
of 70.670, suggesting that they had substantial scientific
merit and high impact.

Discussion
7

Cheng et al. analysed the 100 most cited CAS publications and found that they were published between 1992
and 2016, with a large proportion during the 2000s
(n = 68), in the journal Stroke (n = 21), and compared the
efficacy and safety with CEA (n = 28). In the present
study, nine key references cited by CAS publications
were published between 1980 and 2011. Majority of them
(n = 5) were published in the New England Journal of
Medicine, while none was published in Stroke. Four of
them compared CAS with CEA. By considering both bibliometric studies, one can notice that the comparison of
CAS and CEA has been a hot topic for research in neurosurgery. Moreover, in terms of all-time citations, CAS
publications in Stroke were outstanding. On the other
hand, many of the key references cited by CAS publications were published in the New England Journal of
Medicine.
By analysing cited references with RPYS, we were
able to demonstrate that CEA is highly relevant to CAS.
Moreover, the four key references that compared CAS
with CEA reported mixed results regarding which one
provided a more superior outcome6,16–18. The present
study did not aim to compare the treatment outcomes of
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CAS and CEA, as readers may refer to multiple metaanalyses published regarding this issue19–22. Instead, the
focus here was to highlight that the citations to these publications were not biased to favour either CAS or CEA. In
addition, the analysis was also able to identify the publication of Kerber et al.4 from the first peak, showing that
it was an important reference for CAS publications.
RPYS also identified four references not reported by
Cheng et al.7, demonstrating that this method could overcome the limitations of conventional citation analysis,
such as the problem of not being identified by definitive
search words, or all-time most cited.
The present analysis had some limitations. First, some
potentially important but rarely cited references might be
unnoticed. Second, publications not indexed in the Web
of Science have not been analysed, as well as their references.

Conclusion
This study provides a novel perspective on the CAS literature. In particular, that many of the key references were
published in the New England Journal of Medicine, and
also related to comparisons between CAS and CEA.
Key references could be traced back to as early as the
1980s.
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